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. YOUR TRUSTED OEM&ODM PARTNER  OF PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS / HAIR CARE / FACE CARE / BODY CARE
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(Near to the Baiyun airport), the well-known commercial city of China. We  have more than 12 years expirence 
dedicated to  research , develop and manufacture safer, younger and more practical personal care beauty 
products for distribution . 

What's more , We specialized in the manufacturer and exporter of mid-to-high class  Skin care & hair care and 
make up Products .  Skin care products we have  all kinds of facial mask (gel, clay, mud ,peel off  and sheet 
mask ) , face scrub ,face cleanser , whitening face cream , face toner , nose strip ,body lotion , Body hair 
remover cream/ wax and so on .  Included with Hiar care products , such as :  hair color , hair developer , hair 
treatment , hair mask , hair oil , hair wax , hair styling gel ,hair spray, hair essence etc. And make up products 
we have lipstick, lip gloss, lip balm, lip liner, eye liner, eyebrow pencil, eyeshadow, blusher, powder, foundation 
cake, mascara, make-up sets and etc.

Our Factory has had the 100,000-Grade Air Purification GMP standard workshop, covering the area more than 
20,000 square meters, including the international advanced production equipments, modernized standard 
testing facilities and excellent technology teams. Especially we have labs for microbial limit test & heavy metal 
test. We have a strong production capacity with more than 800 employees with 28 Packing production Lines , 
our manufacturing capability is 10 million pieces per month. In this year , we will expand 2 more new factories 
for more items in Chonghua, Guangzhou . OEM & ODM with your private label is welcome .

 



We have a complete mature quality managment system that ensures safe , effective, creative 
and stable managment of all processes from development to design , production and shipping .
                                                                                                                                                                                 
We have passed the international certificates of  GMPC , ISO 22716  ,HALAL  and so on .                                                                                                                                                                  
We have an excellent R&D Team , standardized and quality management system , automated 
production equipment , products and services will be offered that meet international quality . 



 

 
                                                                                             



* Warm Formulation with soft Liquid  texture
* With natural Cucumber extracts 
* Sweat controlling & whitening & delay hair growth                                                                                
* Helps to keep dry comforting everyday                                      
* Moisturizing ,Replenish and Refreshing                                
* Package suggested : 30ml /pcs with box , 1* 72 

 

Deodorant &  whitening & delay hair growth 

 

 
 

* Warm Formulation with soft Liquid  texture
* With natural Lemon extracts 
* Sweat controlling & whitening & delay hair growth                                                                                
* Helps to keep dry comforting everyday                                      
* Moisturizing ,Replenish and Refreshing                                
* Package suggested : 30ml /pcs with box , 1* 72 

* Warm Formulation with soft Liquid  texture
* With natural Mint  extracts 
* Sweat controlling & whitening & delay hair growth                                                                                
* Helps to keep dry comforting everyday                                      
*Cooling ,Replenish and Refreshing                                
* Package suggested : 30ml /pcs with box , 1* 72 



NEW CREATIVE MILK BUBBLE  FACIAL CLEANSER

Strawberry Milk Bubble Facial Cleanser 

Blueberry Milk Bubble Facial Cleanser 

* Warm Formulation and soft bubble texture
* With natural Strawberry extracts 
* Deeply cleansing pores dirt and grease
* Helps face make up dissolve
* Moisturizing ,replenish and nourishing 
* Balance skin moisture

* Warm Formulation and soft bubble texture
* Rich in Blueberry extracts 
* Deeply cleansing pores dirt and grease
* Helps face make up dissolve
* Moisturizing ,replenish and nourishing 
* Balance skin moisture

 



NEW CREATIVE MILK BUBBLE  FACIAL CLEANSER

Mango Milk Bubble Facial Cleanser 

* Warm Formulation and soft bubble texture
* With natural Mango extracts 
* Rich in VC & anti-oxidant
* Deeply cleansing pores dirt and grease
* Helps face make up dissolve
* Moisturizing ,replenish and nourishing 
* Balance skin moisture

* Warm Formulation and soft bubble texture
* Rich in natural Kiwi extracts 
* Deeply cleansing pores dirt and grease
* Helps face make up dissolve
* Moisturizing ,replenish and nourishing 
* Balance skin moisture

KIWI Milk Bubble Facial Cleanser 

 



NEW CREATIVE MILK BUBBLE  FACIAL CLEANSER

* Warm Formulation and soft bubble texture
* Rich in natural Natural extracts 
* Abundant with VC  & anti-oxidant
* Deeply cleansing pores dirt and grease
* Helps face make up dissolve
* Moisturizing ,replenish and nourishing 
* Balance skin moisture
* Brush helps celasing with pore & blackheads

Fruit Series Milk Bubble Facial Cleanser with Brush 

 



BEST SELLER OF  GEL  FACIAL CLEANSER

* Warm Formulation and soft fresh Gel texture
* Rich in natural Natural extracts essence
* Abundant with VC  & anti-oxidant
* Deeply cleansing pores dirt and grease
* Helps face make up dissolve
* Moisturizing ,replenish and Refreshing 
* Balance skin moisture
* 120G for daily cleansing

NEW CREATIVE MILK BUBBLE  FACIAL CLEANSER
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*Feeling so good with apricot fragrance with soft and creamy texture 
make you feel comfortable and relaxing .                                                                               
*warm formulation with no hurt to the skin , remove the dead & 
unwanted skin from the face and neck easily .                                                                                   
*Say good bye to the ugry skin with baby skin for bikini on the beach . 
Show your confidence .

Packing Suggested : 170g /tube 
50g/sachet

 



*Feeling so good with Fruits fragrance with soft and mousse texture make you feel 
comfortable and relaxing .        
                                                                                                                                                         
*warm formulation with no hurt to the skin , remove the dead & unwanted skin from 
the face and neck easily .                                                                                                                   
*Say good bye to the ugry skin with baby skin for bikini on the beach . Show your 
confidence .  With natural  fruit extract  improve the tough skin very well .                                                                                                                                                 
* Best seller of new items with amazing color in this summer 

 

Material texture for reference                                                    
(Right side attached)

Package Recommended- 35ml



* Caly Mask Sticks belongs to different zone daily caring products on face areas .                      
* 1 color for a different zone caring . 1 Sticks can be used for more than 40 times. 

* Green Tea for oil controlling          -- For T zone 
* Chamomile for anti-acne caring    -- For Chin and forehead 
* Pomegranate for anti-orxidant      -- For Cheek 
*Rose for Whitening & Brightening  -- For mouth around 
* Dead sea mud  for anti-stress         -- For eyes around 
* Charcoal for blackhead removal     -- For nose 
* Ganoderma for Tightening              -- For face 

N. W.: 40g/pcs
1*48/CTN



* Charcoal Clay Mask : Deep Cleansing
* Rose Clay Mask : Whitening                                                        
* Green Tea Clay Mask : Oil Control                               
*Lavender Clay Mask : Soothing 
* Lotus Clay Mask : Tightening 
* Pack Can be Jar , Tube  , sachet packed 

Pack Suggested: 
1. Tube : 175G                         
2. Jar : 100G                 
3. Sachet: 15/30G



Firming & Lifting Snail Face & Neck Face Mask                                      
*Lifts and tigten skin                                                                                                
* Instantly refreshes and soothes skin                                                                                            
*To protect the neck and face from aging                                                                                                         
* With valuable snail extracts make skin more glossy                                                                          
*Pack : 30G /pcs     1*24*12/CTN

Nourishing  & Revitalizing                                          
Face & Neck Face Mask                                               
*Nourishing and revitalizing  skin                                                                                                                                                                                                
*To protect the neck and face  from aging                                                                                                    
* Silk protein extracts rich in abundant protein , it will give 
more nutrition to the skin . Leave skin supple & hydrated.                                                                                                                         
*Pack : 30G /pcs     1*24*12/CTN

Clear & Anti-wrinkle  Brown Rice                                         
Face & Neck Face Mask                                                                                                         
*Clear & Anti-wrinkle                                                                                                       
*Improve face & neck wrinkles                                                                           
*To protect the neck and face from aging                                                                                                 
*Leave skin supple & hydrated.                                                                                                                          
*Pack : 30G /pcs     1*24*12/CTN



Calendula                                              
Sheet Mask                                                 
Anti-Acne & Soothing                                         
Naturally tone soft  moisturizing and soothing 

Lotus Sheet Mask                                          
Elastic with  Extreme Moist                                                   
* Aim at people whose skin are extremely loose .  
*Add the essence of white lotus flower.                        
* It can promote the composition of the collagen 
and elastin and make the skin more elastic . 

Tea Tree Sheet Mask                       
Deeply oil Control& cleansing  
Tea tree rich in Tea polyphenols with cleansing 
and oil control function to keep the oil & water 
balance , and lock the water  

Aloe Vera Sheet Mask        
Soft & Tender                                        
*Cool with energy and soothing 

Coconut Sheet Mask                             
Repairing &  Rejuvenating                                         
*Rejuvenate skin to be full of radiance 

Replenish & Refreshing                                     
*Fresh extracts from the whole 
cucumber ,contain abundant vitamin , 
remove dark skin and brighten the skin 



Pomegranate Sheet Mask 
Anti-oxidant  & Brightening                             
* pomegranate rich in abundant VC with 
anti-oxidant effect , it can make skin 
brighter under natural extracts  

Honey Sheet Mask                            
Nourishment & Hydrating  
* High concentrated honey nourishing 
active factors , rapidly permeating and it 
can solve multiple problems of the skin 

                       
Yellow removal  & Brightening for stay up skin      
Rich in plant potato extracts to relieve and regulate 
the restless skin , and make skin glossy and glossy 

with endless vitality                           

Olive Sheet Mask                      
Nourishing & Hydarting                                                          
Fresh extract from whole olive .                                                    
The olive is rich in variety of natural skin nourishment 
with olive oik , intensive maintance and nourishing 
skin, make it more beautiful and moist

                     
Firming & Anti-wrinkle                                                       
*Mild & soothing                                                            
*Dedicate and soft 

Packing : 25ML/PCS 1*24*12/CTN



* The saver of Blackheads in this summer
* Deeply cleaning with peel off with blackheads
* Tightening the pores 
* Easy to use with prompt effect 
* Say Goodbye to the blackhead in 15 mins. 

* 30G/ pcs 
* Have been sold to more than 60 countries with Natural Plant extract           
* Korean ceramide extracts included 
* Blackheads removal products bring you a confidence image







 
*Oil Control & Astringent                              
*Anti-Acne & Repair                                        
* Soft & Tender 
*Loofah natural rich in abundant VC 

*Anti-Acne & Repair                               
*Replenish & Refreshing                             
* Moirsturizing & Hydrating                        
* Keep the oil-water balance with 
natural aloe vera essence                          
*Packing : 500ML /PCS       1*12 /CTN



*Rich in abundant natural fruits & flower 
extracts .                                                                            
*To make your skin more tight&elastic and 
youthful                                                                  
*Packing : 500ML /PCS     1*12 /CTN
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